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North Craven Building
Preservation Trust

• Founded in 1976 as a registered company 
limited by guarantee

• Managed by a board of 7 trustees

• Aims to restore buildings of architectural and 
historic interest in North Craven and find new 
appropriate uses for them

• Owns and manages the Museum of North 
Craven Life
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Museum of North Craven Life
• First opened in 1977, achieving full registration 

status in 1991

• Based in The Folly, Settle’s only Grade 1 listed 
building

• Aims to collect, exhibit and interpret material 
relating to the social history of North Craven

• In addition to its permanent exhibitions, presents 
an annual programme of changing displays

• Receives no regular funding
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The ‘Connections’ theme
• The magnificent scenery of North Craven has 

stimulated the creative impulse in generations of 
artists and writers

• Many have passed through the area as visitors 
and recorded their impressions

• Others have found inspiration in living and 
working here

• We have explored the connections between 
people and places and the links from one person 
to another
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Selecting and assembling
the material

• We began with items from the museum’s own 
collections

• We next contacted other known sources
and one often led to the discovery of another

• We read round the subject

• We aimed for a balance between historical
and contemporary material

• We obtained as many original items as possible 
and negotiated the necessary loan agreements 
and insurance cover
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Designing the exhibition layout

• We grouped related material together as much 
as possible to enable visitors to appreciate the 
‘connections’

• We focussed certain displays on a particular 
locality, person or organisation

• We wanted the whole exhibition to be visually 
pleasing and to draw visitors round the building
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Photography and film
• We used photographs of places, people and 

buildings to put the work of artists and writers 
into context

• We played two videos as part of
the exhibition, to enable visitors
to see an artist at work in the
landscape and to learn more
about the Dalesman magazine
which appeared as a constant
strand linking the work of many
artists and writers �Grave of William 

Shackleton in Kirkby Malham 
Churchyard
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Exhibition production

• We composed and transferred to CD all 
exhibition text, captions, photographs and scans

• Exhibition boards and map were designed in 
collaboration with professional staff at Heritage 
Trust for the North West (HTNW)

• HTNW produced the boards in-house

• We mounted and hung the exhibition ourselves, 
with some technical support from HTNW 
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The ‘Connections’ book
• The book, with a foreword by Bill Mitchell, consists

of 84 pages, illustrated in full colour throughout

• Contains four trails in different areas of North 
Craven, featuring locations associated with 
particular artists and writers

• Illustrates examples of their work in a separate 
section of colour plates

• Includes relevant biographical information 

• Provides suggestions for further reading
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Research and Photography
• Artists and writers not featured in the exhibition -

especially those of previous generations - were included

• Biographical details and associations were thoroughly 
checked with individuals, libraries and archives

• Much of the work included
in the exhibition was carefully
photographed for reproduction
in the book

• Many original photographs
were taken to illustrate
locations,associations
and works of art �Bill Wild, Nativity 

Tableau
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Planning the trails

• We wanted to encourage users to seek out for 
themselves some of the literary and artistic 
associations in different areas of North Craven

• The trails include sketchmaps, viewpoints, 
landscape features, buildings, works of art,
graves and memorials

• Each trail was designed to be covered either in 
sections or as a whole, according to the user’s 
preference or means of transport

• Trails can be equally enjoyed by armchair travellers!
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David Cook, Towards Malham
Photograph by the Artist

�Badger Hill, 
whose roof is 
ornamented with an 
elaborate and finely 
wrought 
weathervane made 
by Bill Wild

�William Shackleton, The Funeral of John Chester

�Grave of John 
Chester in Kirkby 
Malham Churchyard
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Copyright and other permissions

• Permission for the reproduction of work in the 
book or inclusion of privately-owned locations 
was sought from upwards of a hundred people

• Every effort was made to obtain copyright 
clearance for works still in copyright

• Acknowledgements were made in the form 
requested by rights owners
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Design and Publication

• We ourselves produced all text and photographs 
and transferred them to CD 

• Trail maps were produced by Heritage Trust
for the North West

• The book was designed by HTNW and printed 
by Lamberts Print and Design, Settle
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Funding the ‘Connections’ project
• We applied successfully for grant-aid to the Lottery’s 

Awards for All Scheme and the North Yorkshire 
Aggregates Grant Scheme

• Awards for All funded the costs of the exhibition in The 
Folly, including additional all-risks insurance and the 
purchase of equipment to play video/DVD material

• The NYAGS grant, in line with their policy of enabling the 
widest possible access to their projects, funded the 
employment of staff to extend opening hours and part of 
the book production costs

• A generous private donation ensured that the book could 
be produced to a high standard and printed in Settle
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Marketing

• The book was published in late May 2007. A 
launch was held in The Folly in June

• Copies (£3.99) are available from Tourist 
Information Centres in the area, Archway Books, 
Settle and other local outlets. Orders may be 
placed via the Trust’s website, 
www.ncbpt.org.uk/folly or by post to: 
Sandholme, Station Road, Giggleswick, North 
Yorks, BD24 0AB. Postaage (UK): £3.99 + p&p 
= £5.50; international postage on request.

• All profits go towards running The Museum
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